This Addendum is hereby made a part of the Contract Documents on the subject work as though originally included therein. The following clarifications, amendments, additions, deletions and/or modifications to the Specifications and Drawings change the original documents only in the manner and the extent stated. The bidder shall take care to coordinate modifications herein with all trades and disciplines related to the work.

Additional Specifications;

- Cab enclosure for the L218 full glass enclosure with steel framed door with windshield wiper.
- Heat and HVAC
- Mechanical controls
- Radio
- Suspension seat
- Hydraulic coupler
- Block heater
- Turn signals
- 10x16.5 heavy duty tires
- 74in, Heavy duty, low profile, long floor bucket with bolt on front and side cutting edges
- 48in 40001b adjustable pallet forks
- Angle broom with electric angle on a 14pin connector. It should have an angled width of 64 inches and a straight width of 72in. Along with heavy duty stands that fold down for storage.
- 96in wide snow push box by 30in high and 30in deep wit fixed end plates.
- Adjustable/ replaceable skid bars and rubber edge bolt on back drag.